Canadian Young Judaea. [graphic material, textual record]-- [graphic material, textual record] – [ca.
1963]-[ca. 1995].



ACCESSION NUMBER

2014-5-4

MATERIAL FORMAT

graphic material
textual record

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

4 photograph albums
ca. 450 photographs : b&w and col. (ca. 260 negatives) ; 36 x 30 cm and smaller
3 cm of textual records

DATE

[ca. 1963]-[ca. 1995]

SCOPE AND CONTENT

Accession consists of graphic material and textual records documenting Canadian Young
Judaea. Included are photographic albums, loose photographs, clippings, photographic
contact sheets and negatives, and textual records, including meeting minutes,
correspondences, etc. All of the items relate to Ontario-based Jewish summer camps such
as Camp Solelim and Camp Biluim, as well as to Canadian Young Judaea.

CUSTODIAL HISTORY

Records came via Josefa Michaelson, c/o Canadian Young Judaea

SUBJECTS

Nonprofit organizations
Children
Camps

NAME ACCESS

Canadian Young Judaea

SOURCE

Archival Accessions

Canadian Young Judaea [textual record, graphic material] – 1948-2007.



ACCESSION NUMBER

2014-8-15

MATERIAL FORMAT

textual record
graphic material

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

ca. 20 cm textual records
3 photographs

DATE

1948-2007

SCOPE AND CONTENT

Accession consists of documents and photographs related to Young Judaea programs.
Photographs are group pictures from Camp Shalom and Camp Biluim. Among the
documents are meeting minutes, newsletters, correspondence, songbooks, scripts, flyers,
and guides for counsellors and group leaders. Also included are issues of Hebrew
newsletters Daf Hat'Nua and Bat'Nua.

SUBJECTS

Camps
Youth
Zionism

NAME ACCESS

Canadian Young Judaea
Camp Shalom
Camp Biluim

SOURCE

Archival Accessions

Canadian Young Judaea [textual record, graphic material] – 1940-2012.



ACCESSION NUMBER

2014-10-3

MATERIAL FORMAT

textual record
graphic material

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

40 cm textual records
ca. 50 photographs

DATE

1940-2012

SCOPE AND CONTENT

Accession consists of records of Canadian Young Judaea. Records include correspondence,
camp committee meeting minutes, camp committee and staff lists, the CYJ constitution,
organizational newsletters, donation lists, flyers and camp reunion ephemera. Records
also include clippings and reproductions from the Zionist Archives, and Camp Solelim
photographs, as well as publications from other Jewish organizations.

ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORY

Canadian Young Judaea was founded in 1909 as a Zionist movement for Canadian youth
by members of the Herzl Zion Club. As a Zionist organization, Young Judaea continues to
be committed to fostering a sense of Jewish identity and values in today's Jewish youth
and to encouraging a lifelong commitment to Israel. In order to foster a closer connection
to Israel, Canadian Young Judaea employs educational Shlichim from Israel who are
posted to various Jewish communities throughout Canada and to offices at the national
level in Toronto Young Judaea also operates several Zionist summer camps located in each
region of Canada, and a summer leadership institute called Camp Biluim in Quebec. In
addition to the social programme of the organization, Young Judaea also offers
educational seminars and conferences.

USE CONDITIONS

Partially closed. Researchers must receive permission from the OJA Director prior to
accessing some of the records.

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES

Access restriction note: Files contain personal information of donors, campers,
committee members and applicants for subsidies.

SUBJECTS

Camps
Youth
Zionism

NAME ACCESS

Canadian Young Judaea

SOURCE

Archival Accessions

Heaps family [textual record, graphic material] – 1929-1982.
ACCESSION NUMBER

2015-1-7

MATERIAL FORMAT

textual record
graphic material

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

30 cm of textual records
ca. 20 photographs

DATE

1929-1982



SCOPE AND CONTENT

Accession consists of records documenting the Heaps family. Included are general letters
and postcards, wartime correspondence, political materials, photographs, and
newsclippings. Of note is a 1948 letter written (but perhaps not sent) to David Ben-Gurion
describing various issues he was finding with the Israeli army. There is also a great deal of
correspondence between Leo, David and A. A. during the war, including some letters
describing his escape from Arnhem and a letter describing the Bergen-Belsen
Concentration Camp in 1945.

ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORY

Leo Heaps (1923-1995) was born in Winnipeg in 1923, the son of A. A. Heaps and Bessie
Morris. His father A. A. was a founder of the Co-operative Commonwealth Federation, the
forerunner of the New Democratic Party. Leo Heaps was raised in Winnipeg and received
an education at Queen's University, the University of California, and McGill University.
During the Second World War, at the age of 21, Heaps was seconded to the British Army
and found himself commanding the 1st Battalion's Transport. He participated in the Battle
of Arnhem as a paratrooper.
Leo Heaps was awarded the Royal Military Cross for his work with the Dutch Resistance.
His brother, David, had also achieved the same distinction, thereby making them the only
Jewish brothers during the Second World War to win the decoration. After the war, Heaps
went to Israel and aided their army in the establishment of mobile striking units. Whilst
there, he met his wife-to-be, Tamar (1927-). Together they had one son, Adrian, and three
daughters, Karen, Gillian, and Wendy.
During the Hungarian Revolution he led a special rescue team to bring refugees out and
across the border. In the mid-1960s he returned to Britain where he dabbled in various
entrepreneurial projects as well as writing several books, notably "The Grey Goose of
Arnhem", telling his own story of Arnhem, the aftermath of the battle, and also the stories
of other Arnhem evaders and their dealings with the Resistance.
Leo Heaps spent most of his life in Toronto, Canada, and was amongst the forty Canadian
veterans who returned to Arnhem in 1994 to mark the 50th anniversary. He died in 1995.

SUBJECTS

Concentration camps
World War, 1939-1945
Zionism

NAME ACCESS

Heaps, Leo, 1923-1995
Heaps, David
Heaps, A. A.

SOURCE

Archival Accessions

Shapiro family [multiple media] – 1928-2013.
ACCESSION NUMBER

2015-8-7

MATERIAL FORMAT

multiple media

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

ca. 70 cm of textual records and other material

DATE

1928-2013



SCOPE AND CONTENT

Accession consists of material documenting the activities of Ben Zion Shapiro and his
family. The bulk of the records document the Shapiro family's involvement in Young
Judea. Young Judea material includes: yearbooks, photographs, correspondence, meeting
minutes, event programmes, song books, newsletters, and two Camp Biluim flags made by
Bunny Shapiro. One flag contains Camp Biluim's crest (1951) and the other one was created
for Camp Biluim's colour war and contains the text "We will try and we will succeed Camp
Biluim" (1954?). Also included is a VHS tape containing a copy of the Toronto Zionist
Council's video about Camp Shalom (1991?). Of note are minute books maintained by Roy
Shapiro for the Toronto Young Judea Administrative Board (1928-1934) and for the
Leadership Club (1940-1948).
Accession also contains material relating to Roy and Ben Zion's involvement with the
following organizations: the Coordinated Services to the Jewish Elderly (Circle of Care),
B'nai Israel Beth David Congregation, Beth Tzedec's Mispacha Program, Beth Tzedec's Israel
Action Program, Congregation Beth Haminyan, and Holy Blossom Temple's Department
for Jewish Living. These records include, minutes, correspondence, newsletters and
publications, evaluation reports and other reports. Also included is a demographic report
entitied, "Rapid Growth and Transformation: Demographic Challenges Facing the Jewish
Community of Greater Toronto" (1995), material from a conference at the University of
Toronto on the university's partnership with Israel, CHAT alumni directories, and a CHAT
book entitled, "Voices: Jewish Teens of the 90's". Of note are buttons, photographs, reports
and correspondence documenting Bunny and Ben Zion's trip to the Soviet Union on behalf
of the CJC's Committee for Soviet Jewry.
Finally accession includes material documenting family activities of the Shapiro and
Sherman family. Included is a transcript of Bessie Sherman telling her life story (1978),
haggadot, PowerPoint presentations created by Ben Zion for his grandchildren and for a
family reunion outlining the family history of his family and Bunny's family. There is
also a video of Ben Zion presenting his PowerPoint at the Michalski / Cohen family
reunion. Also included are family films and videos containing footage of Bunny and Ben
Zion's wedding and honeymoon, Camp Biluim, Young Judea events, Bunny on Machon,
family wedding anniversaries and birthday parties, trips to Israel, the United States, and
Europe as well as footage of the Cousin's Club. Also included is a VHS tape containing a
recorded segment from CityPulse News featuring the family's Pesach festivities in 1995.
Photo identification: Back row, left to right: Ray Markus, Michelle Landsberg, Menachem ?,
Frank Narrol. Front row, left to right: Gilda Mitchell, Bunny Shapiro, BenZion Shapiro,
Malka Rabinowitz.

ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORY

Ben Zion Shapiro was born in Toronto in 1931 to Roy and Beck (nee Cohen) Shapiro. He has
a younger brother, Morden (Mort) Shapiro (b. 1940). His father worked as an office
manager at Rotstein Furniture and Maple Leaf Cleaners and his mother worked as a legal
secretary until marriage. Roy was active in a number of organizations including: Young
Judea, Sons of Jacob Society, Toronto Camera Club, a founding member of Beth David
Synagogue, Coordinated Services to the Jewish Elderly (Circle of Care) and President of the
Association of Jewish Seniors. Beck was active in Young Judea and Pioneer Women
(President of the Golda Meir Club).
Ben Zion received a Master of Social Work from the University of Toronto and attended
the Jewish Agency Institute for Youth Leaders from Abroad in Jerusalem, Israel (19511952). He has worked for a number of organizations throughout his career, including:
Young Judea (he was Director of both Camp Shalom (1962-1969) and Camp Biluim (19541956)), B'nai Brith Youth Organization, University Settlement, St. Christopher's House and
Director of the Novomeysky Centre in Jerusalem (1957-1961). He was also Professor and
Associate Dean of Social Work at the University of Toronto and three times Visiting
Professor at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem.
Ben married Bunny (Bernice) Shaprio in 1955. Bunny was born in 1934 in Noranda, Quebec
to Irving and Bessie (nee Consky) Sherman. Bunny attended public school in Noranda,
Noranda High School and Forest Hill Collegiate in Toronto, University of Toronto (BA), the
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (M.Ed. in Special Education), and the Jewish
Agency Institute for Jewish Leaders from Abroad (1952-1953).
Bunny graduated from the first Camp Biluim Institute for leadership training in 1951 and
worked with Ben Zion at Camp Shalom as Camp Mother in 1962 and from 1964-1969. She
also worked at Camp Biluim from 1955-1956. In 1983, Bunny and Ben Zion went to the
Soviet Union to visit Refuseniks on behalf of the Soviet Jewry Committee of the Canadian
Jewish Congress, Ontario Region.
Bunny and Ben have two children: Ayala and Ilan. Since Ben Zion's retirement in 1996, he
and Bunny have been living in Jerusalem for half of each year. In 2015, they moved fulltime to Jerusalem.

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES

Physical description note: includes ca. 300 photographs (256 tiff), 2 PowerPoint
presentations, 1 textual record (doc), 4 buttons, 2 flags, 5 VHS tapes, and 18 film reels (8
mm).

SUBJECTS

Camps
Youth
Zionism

NAME ACCESS

Shapiro, Ben Zion, 1931-

SOURCE

Archival Accessions

Canadian Young Judaea [graphic material] – [1972]-2002.
ACCESSION NUMBER

2018-5-3

MATERIAL FORMAT

graphic material



PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

90 photographs : b&w and col. ; 18 x 13 cm or smaller
2121 slides : col. ; 35 mm

DATE

[1972]-2002

SCOPE AND CONTENT

Accession consists of slides primarily from Camp Solelim. There are additional photos
from Camp Biluim and Biluim Israel.

CUSTODIAL HISTORY

One photo album belonged to Biluim Israel staff member, Aubrey Zimmerman.

ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORY

Canadian Young Judaea was founded in 1909 as a Zionist movement for Canadian youth
by members of the Herzl Zion Club. As a Zionist organization, Young Judaea continues to
be committed to fostering a sense of Jewish identity and values in today's Jewish youth
and to encouraging a lifelong commitment to Israel. In order to foster a closer connection
to Israel, Canadian Young Judaea employs educational Shlichim from Israel who are
posted to various Jewish communities throughout Canada and to offices at the national
level in Toronto Young Judaea also operates several Zionist summer camps located in each
region of Canada, and a summer leadership institute called Camp Biluim in Quebec. In
addition to the social programme of the organization, Young Judaea also offers
educational seminars and conferences. Young Judaea's national structure includes a
National Executive Board and an Administrative Council. Conventions are held regularly,
as are regional conferences. In the past, Young Judaea operated as an associated, but
distinct, organization from the Zionist Organization Canada. However, Young Judaea
operations were overseen by the ZOC executive, and Young Judaea received their budget
from the ZOC Treasury. In addition, ZOC and Young Judaea worked in conjunction with
one another on many projects and programmes, such as with the operation of the Zionist
camps.
Camp Solelim was founded in 1965. Its name comes from Kibbutz HaSolelim in Israel
which recognizes the builders who were integral to the establishment of the State of
Israel. The program is infused with informal social, Jewish and Zionist educational
programs. Like many of the camps founded earlier, campers are encouraged to participate
in the functioning of the camp and derive a strong sense of responsibility through daily
camp operations and camp projects.
Camp Biluim was founded in 1961 under the auspices of the Zionist Organization of
Canada as a national leadership training institute for Canadian youth. Originally located
in Huntsville Ontario, the camp moved to Mont Tremblant, Quebec in 1976, where it
remains today under the full operation of Canadian Young Judaea. The purpose of the
camp was to provide practical and transferable leadership training to a slightly older
group of Jewish Canadian youths, most of whom were members of Young Judaea. Many
Camp Biluim graduates later returned to ZOC summer camps as counsellors or found
senior administrative positions in Canadian Young Judaea. Camp Biluim was coadministered by the National Camps Association, and during its period in Ontario, the
Ontario Camps Association. However, daily operation and staffing of the summer camp
was provided by Canadian Young Judaea.

SUBJECTS

Youth
Camps

NAME ACCESS

Canadian Young Judaea

SOURCE

Archival Accessions

Canadian Young Judaea [textual record, graphic material] – 1919-2007.



ACCESSION NUMBER

2007-12-2

MATERIAL FORMAT

textual record
graphic material

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

90 cm of textual records
1000 photographs [approx.]

DATE

1919-2007

SCOPE AND CONTENT

This accession consists of textual and graphic records documenting the programs and
activities of Canadian Young Judaea. The records include newsletters and publications,
photographs, anniversary books, and program books. There are also two compact discs
containing scanned copies of the photographs from this accession.

CUSTODIAL HISTORY

These records were gathered together for an anniversary celebration held in November
2007. Most of the records were found in the basement of the office building on Marlee
Avenue, before being donated to the Archives.

ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORY

Canadian Young Judaea was founded in 1909 as a Zionist movement for Canadian youth
by members of the Herzl Zion Club. As a Zionist organization, Young Judaea continues to
be committed to fostering a sense of Jewish identity and values in today's Jewish youth
and to encouraging a lifelong commitment to Israel.
In order to foster a closer connection to Israel, Canadian Young Judaea employs
educational Shlichim from Israel who are posted at various Jewish communities
throughout Canada and offices at the national level. In Toronto, Young Judaea also
operates several Zionist summer camps located in each region of Canada, and a summer
leadership institute called Camp Biluim in Quebec. In addition to the social programme of
the organization, Young Judaea also offers educational seminars and conferences.
Young Judaea's national structure includes a National Executive Board and an
Administrative Council. Conventions are held regularly, as are regional conferences. In
the past, Young Judaea operated as an associated, but distinct, organization from the
Zionist Organization of Canada. However, Young Judaea operations were overseen by the
ZOC executive, and Young Judaea received their budget from the ZOC Treasury. In
addition, ZOC and Young Judaea worked in conjunction with one another on many
projects and programmes, such as with the operation of the Zionist camps. They were
therefore dependent on ZOC.

SUBJECTS

Camps
Youth
Zionism

NAME ACCESS

Canadian Young Judaea

SOURCE

Archival Accessions

Frankel family [textual record, graphic material, object] – 1928-2009.
ACCESSION NUMBER

2009-11-4

MATERIAL FORMAT

textual record
graphic material
object

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

1 folder of textual records
2 photographs : b&w ; 9 x 14 cm and 9 X7 cm
1 matchbook



DATE

1928-2009

SCOPE AND CONTENT

Accession consists of mementos, family documents and clippings from Nancy Draper
(née Frankel). The records include a birth announcement card for Nancy in 1928 and a
matchbook party favour from her wedding to Darrell Draper in 1949. There is also a
scholarship application letter from the donor's granddaughter, Haley Draper, to UJA.
Other records include a staff list from Camp Wabi-Kon in 1946; a Globe and Mail obituary
of Dr. Martin Wolfish, a past volunteer of OJA; a photograph of David Steinhauer; a
clipping about an Inuit sculpture inspired by the experience of Holocaust survivor Leon
Kahn; and three eulogies for Patricia Drevnig Goldstein (1940-2005) (née Jacobs). Patricia
was the granddaughter of Rabbi Solomon Jacobs of Holy Blossom, and her mother, Edna,
was a Frankel. Finally, the accession includes a photocopy of a photograph of members of
the Siglen family of Meaford with Maurice Frankel, the great-uncle of the donor, and
Irwin Rosen, ca. 1928.

ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORY

Nancy Frankel (b. 1928) is the daughter of Carl and Dorothy Jacobs Frankel, past
prominent members of the Toronto Jewish community and members of Holy Blossom
Temple. Nancy attended Camp Wabi-Kon, a Jewish camp in northern Ontario near
Temagami, and then worked there as a teenager. She married Darrell Draper on December
10th, 1949. Nancy is a longtime volunteer at the OJA.

SUBJECTS

Clippings (Books, newspapers, etc.)
Camps
Families
Letters
Obituaries

NAME ACCESS

Draper, Nancy

SOURCE

Archival Accessions

